
Game theory assignment
SA305, Spring 2013

Due: Monday, 4/27 in class.

Before you start: download the files rps.dat, stocks.dat, ReplaceWithYourLastname game.mod. Rename the
file ReplaceWithYourLastname game.mod by putting your lastname in place of “ReplaceWithYourLast-
name”. So, my file would be called
phillips game.mod

1. Finish the code so that it has the game theory model we discussed in class from the perspective of the row
player. Do not rename the parameters or else it will not work with the given data files! Test your
code with the rock paper scissors data file, rps.dat. Note that there is code at the end of the file which prints out
the solution.

2. You are given data in stocks.dat that has historical data for the returns from ten different stocks and stock
mutual funds: Honda (hmc), Verizon (vz), Apple (aapl), Microsoft (msft), General Electric (ge), Vanguard S&P
500 (sp500), Vanguard NASDAQ (ixic), Berkshire Hathaways A (brk-a), Dodge & Cox Stock fund (dodgx), and
Safeway (swy). The data indicates how much a dollar invested in the beginning of the year would either make
or lose by the end of the year (these are based on the actual average stock prices from the years 1996-2013). For
example, if you invested a dollar in Apple in the beginning of 1998, the data indicates your dollar would be worth
$1.701392335 at the end of 1998.

You wish to determine a portfolio strategy that maximizes the returns against a model of worst-case returns.
You assume that the stock prices will follow historical return patterns, but can do so in a probabilistic way. In
particular, assume that there is a certainly probability, x[j], for year j = 1997, . . . , 2013 and that the stocks will
provide returns exactly like year j with probability x[j]. Also, as you are assuming the worst case, you assume
that the stock prices will act in such so as to minimize your return. Use your game theory code to solve for this.
Print or write out the solution and hand it in.
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